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OUR PROGRAM

FIRST DAY - Delhi-Nainital ( 302 Kms. 07Hrs. )
On arrival at Delhi airport / railway station, our
representative will meet & greet. Later drive to Nainital.
Arrival in Nainital, check into the hotel. Evening free for
leisure activities. Overnight stay at hotel.

SECOND DAY - Nainital
After breakfast at hotel leave for sightseeing Naini Lake
Naini Lake is situated in the heart of the city and it is
owing to this lake that Nainital earned its name. Nakuchia
Lake Nakuchia Tal is a lake in Nainital, known for having nine
corners. This lake is still untouched by majority of the
tourist population and owing to this, has managed to maintain
its serenity till date. Bhimtal Lake Situated 22 km from the
city center, Bhimtal Lake is the biggest lake of Nainital. It
is named after one of the Pandav brothers Bhim. Overnight stay
at hotel.

THIRD DAY - Nainital
After breakfast at hotel leave for sightseeing Naini Devi
Temple Nainital is believed to be one of the 64 Shaktipeeths,
where one of the body parts of Goddess Sati fell, when Lord

Shiva carried her body. Governor's House. Built in 1899,
Governor's House or Raj Bhavan is a marvelous reminiscent of
the British era. Built in Victorian Gothic style, it served as
the residence of the Governor of north-western province and
later the United Province. St. John's Church Built in 1844,
'St. John in the Wilderness' is one of the most tranquil
places in the town of Nainital. Snow View Point Situated at an
altitude of 2,260 m, Snow View Point is one of the coldest
regions in Nainital. Here, you can capture breathtaking
pictures of snow-covered peaks and mountains. Naina Peak
Overlooking the Naini Lake, Naina peak (2611mt) provides the
most breathtaking view of the hill station of Nainital.
Overnight stay at hotel.

FOURTH DAY -Nainital-Ranikhet ( 55 Kms. 090 Min. )
After breakfast at hotel drive to Ranikhet. Arrival in
Ranikhet, check into the hotel After little relaxation leave
for sightseeing Jhula Devi Temple & Ram Mandir The Jhula Devi
temple was constructed during the 8th centaury AD. The shrine
is counted among the oldest temples of Uttarakhand state as
well. Nanda Devi Mela The Nanada Devi Temple is the place
where Nanda Devi Mela happens. The Nanda Devi Mela has
remained the essence of the cultural significance in the
region. Rani JheelThis is one of the interesting and
impressing destinations of Ranikhet town. Rani Jheel is an
artificial lake developed in between the two natural ridges of
the city, Canossa Convent School and Kendriya Vidyalaya.
Mankameshwar Temple The Mankameshwar shrine was existed in the
year 1987 by Indian Army's Kumaon Regimental Centre. There are
three deities in this shrine are Ma Kalika, Lord Shiva and
Radha-Krishna. Chaubatia Orchard From the main area of
Ranikhet there is Chaubatia Orchard just 10 kilo meters away.
The Chaubatia Orchard is equipped with at least 200 varieties
of fruits and flowers. Upat and Kalika Upat and Kalika
destination is very popular for its magnificent snow covered
mountains of Himalayan. Upat and is situated at a distance of

5 kilo meter from Ranikhet. Overnight stay at hotel.

FIFTH DAY - Ranikhet-Corbett ( 180 Kms. 05 Hrs. )
After breakfast at hotel drive to Corbett. Arrival in Corbett,
check into the hotel. Evening free for leisure activities.
Overnight stay at hotel.

SIXTH DAY - Corbett
Jim Corbett National Park-named after the hunter and
naturalist Jim Corbett who played a key role in its
establishment-is the oldest national park in India. The park
was established in 1936 as Hailey National Park. Situated in
Nainital district of Uttarakhand, the park acts as a protected
area for the critically endangered Bengal tiger of India, the
secure survival of which is the main objective of Project
Tiger, an Indian wildlife protection initiative. Dinner and
overnight stay is at resort.

SEVENTH DAY - Corbett-Delhi ( 235 Kms. 07 Hrs. )
After breakfast at hotel drive to Delhi airport / railway
station to take flight / train for your onward journey.
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